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ABSTRACT
Aim
To assess the effectiveness of negative pressure
wound therapy (NPWT) for acute pyo-inflammatory diseases of soft tissues (APIDST).
Methods
Sixty-four patients with APIDST, consisting of
abscesses and phlegmons at various locations, were
included in this study. The patients underwent
treatment in the Department of Wounds and
Wound Infections of the City Clinical Hospital
No. 13 in 2011−2014. The study group patients
(n = 34; male, 20 [58.8%], female, 14 [41.2%];
mean age, 49.5 ± 3.0 years) were treated with
NPWT. Patients in the comparison group (n =
30; male, 16 [53.3%], female, 14 [46.7%]; mean
age, 49.6 ± 3.4 years) were treated with traditional locally applied remedies, including watersoluble polyethylene glycol-based ointments and
povidone-iodine.
Results
The average duration of antimicrobial therapy
was 6.7 ± 0.8 days in the study group and 10.0 ±
0.9 days in the comparison group (p < 0.02). On
day 7, the average wound volume (estimated by
the hydrometric method) in the study group was
decreased by 50.9% and by 23.8% in the comparison group (p < 0.03), and was further reduced
to 80.8% and 38.9%, respectively, by day 10 (p <
0.01). On average, 97.1% of patients in the study
group had wounds that closed completely, whereas
only 16.7% of patients in the comparison group
had wounds that were completely closed before
the hospital treatment phase ended (p < 0.01).
The duration of the hospital stay averaged 13.1 ±
0.9 days in the study group and 18.1 ± 1.1 days
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in the comparison group (p < 0.05). The average
cost of treating one patient in the study group was
€1762.70 and was €2160.25 in the comparison
group.
Conclusion
NPWT is highly effective in the treatment of APIDST and improves the results and reduces the
average duration of hospital stay.

A.A. Ermolov2

G.V. Rodoman2

INTRODUCTION
In the 1980s, the application of negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) was introduced for
the treatment of complicated wounds. The first
publication on the use of vacuum dressings in
the treatment of wounds at the Yaroslavl Surgical
Clinic in Russia was issued in 1987. Over the
next four years, the same team performed nearly
a dozen studies evaluating the methods that were
issued by central scientific publishing houses.1−4
In 1989, Chariker et al.5 published a paper describing the use of gauze, incision film, and negative pressure of 60–80 mmHg in the treatment of
postoperative wounds in the centralised hospital
system. In 1993, Fleischmann et al.6 described
their use of vacuum-assisted dressings, consisting of a polyvinyl sponge, silicone drainage, and
transparent polyurethane film, in the treatment of
15 patients with open fractures. Later, Morykwas
et al.7 described some of the major clinical effects
of local negative pressure on the basis of their experimental and practical work in the treatment of
complicated wounds of various aetiologies.
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NPWT reduces the time involved in all stages
of the wound process, including wound healing.
NPWT also reduces the severity of the wound
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exudation, helping to maintain a moderately moist wound
environment that is necessary for normal reparative and
regenerative processes. All of these effects contribute to
increasing the intensity of cell proliferation and enhancing the synthesis of the supportive matrices for connective tissue and proteins in the wound. NPWT elevates
the levels of growth factors and stimulates angiogenesis in
the wound and facilitates the formation of blood vessels,
which provide optimal conditions for wound healing.8−14
In NPWT, disposable sterile supplies are used, including
biocompatible polyurethane foam, adhesive film coatings,
and specially designed drain ports that directly connect
with a system of drains and containers for the collection of
wound exudate. Aspirators are used as a source of vacuum
to ensure the supply and maintenance of negative pressure
in a broad range of from 0 to 250 mmHg. Currently, such
devices maintain both permanent and intermittent modes
of exposure of negative pressure to the wound by means
of an electronic control system. In addition, these devices
provide a high level of safety for treatment of both bedbound and active patients. Three-dimensional gauze may
be used in place of polyurethane sponges.11,15,16 A negative
pressure of -125 mmHg is typically used in the treatment
of wounds in adults, whereas a constant suction at -90-125
mmHg is recommended for treatment in children.17,18
As an alternative to expensive commercial devices and
consumables, use of sterilised urethane foam and incision
film, with drainage installed between the foam layers and
between the “petals” of film and the vacuum source, have
been suggested.19 However, the use of a central vacuum
line or vacuum suction, not intended to create permanent, preset negative pressure, or the use of mechanical
bulbs do not provide optimal or controlled vacuum in a
dressing. A multicentre randomised controlled trial by
David Armstrong and colleagues20 found no difference
in the effectiveness of local negative pressure with use of
mechanical and electrical vacuum aspirators.
Several authors have noted the clinical- and cost-effectiveness of NPWT for various types of wounds.21 Indeed, NPWT is recommended when surgical treatment,
reconstructive surgery, or autodermoplasty under local or
general anaesthesia is contraindicated.22 However, other
authors point out the negative aspects of NPWT in some
patients, such as the sense of dependence on the device,
reduced mobility, sleep disturbances, and pain upon removal of film or sponge. Thus, an individualised approach
to patient management, as well as additional training for
both patient and staff is suggested.23−27 Nevertheless, the
results of several meta-analyses demonstrate a higher efficiency of local negative pressure therapy compared with
that of other methods in the treatment of various wounds,
16

TABLE 1: CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION AND
EXCLUSION OF PATIENTS
Criteria of inclusion

Criteria of exclusion

Existence of APIDST that
requires surgical intervention

Dermatitis and eczema
in the pathological area

Volume of pathological
area > 50 cm3

Signs of malignant
transformation

Presence of signs of systemic

Blood clotting

inflammatory reaction

abnormalities

Patient’s compliance

Dementia and other
mental disorders

particularly with respect to preventing wound infections,
improving perfusion of wound tissues, and shortening the
wound-healing period.28, 29 The method can be tailored
for an outpatient setting with the use of portable suction
devices.30
In some countries (e.g., Germany and Japan), NPWT
has been approved in the health insurance system and
is funded by insurance companies.31 It is estimated that
around 300 million acute wounds are treated globally each
year. There is evidence of successful use of NPWT in the
treatment of inflammatory diseases of soft tissues and extensive purulent wounds (class IV according to the criteria
of the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention).32−36
The aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of
NPWT in the treatment of APIDST.
METHODS
This study included 64 patients with APIDST, including
abscesses and phlegmons of different locations, who were
treated in the Department of Purulent Surgery of City
Hospital No. 13 in 2011−2014. Criteria for inclusion and
exclusion of patients in the study are presented in Table 1.
In the primary stage of diagnosis, all patients had laboratory tests and ultrasound examination of the pathological
focus with the diagnostic device Voluson E8, equipped
with annular and linear sensors (including broadband;
5−10 MHz). Surgery (incision of a purulent cavity) occurred on the first day of admission, and the wound was
sanitised with antiseptic solutions and drained with gauze
tampons.
All patients received systemic antibiotic therapy beginning
the first day, taking into account the possible causative
agent of the disease, which was prolonged according to the
severity of the systemic inflammatory response syndrome
and the results of bacteriological research.
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Patients were randomly distributed into two groups. In the
comparison group (n = 30 patients), wounds received topical therapy with water-soluble, glycol-based polyethylene
ointments and povidone-iodine under the dressing, which
were chosen according to the phase of wound process and
species specificity of the pathogen of wound infection. In
the NPWT group (n = 34 patients), a NPWT bandage
was applied on the wound on the third day, consisting of
sterile polyurethane foam with a pore size of 1066 microns and silicone drainage sealed by an incision film.
A commercially available NPWT device was used as a
negative-pressure sourcei . The target level of negative pressure was -125 mmHg. Dressings were changed once every
3−4 days, and the wound was checked and a decision was
made regarding use of secondary sutures or reapplication
of the vacuum-assisted dressing. Characteristics of the two
groups according to sex, age, and nature of their pathology
are presented in Table 2; differences between the groups
were not statistically significant.
TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS
ACCORDING TO SEX, AGE, AND NATURE OF
THEIR PATHOLOGY
Characteristic

NPWT group
(n = 34)

Comparison group
(n = 30)

Male

20 (58.8)

16 (53.3)

Female

14 (41.2)

14 (46.7)

49.5 ± 3.0

49.6 ± 3.4

Sex, n (%)

Average age, yr ± c
Nosological entity, n (%)

Hypothesis of no differences was rejected, if the value of
the t-test exceeded the critical value.
In the study of quantitative traits for comparison of 2
groups used the student’s t-test, and for a small number
of groups, nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. For comparison of indicators within one group at different points
in time - paired student’s t-test.
In the study of qualitative signs for comparison of 2 groups
was used Z-criterion and the Yates’ correction or the Fisher
test for comparison of indicators within one group at different points in time - the criterion of Mak-Nimar.
The pathological focus volume was determined using the
original hydrometer method at the initial surgery after
the incision of the purulent cavity and upon evacuation
of its contents (Fig. 1, table 3), as well as on the 3rd, 7th,
and 10th days from the start of treatment and prior to the
application of secondary sutures. Biopsy specimens of soft
tissues were taken during the dressing application from
the bottom area and the edges of the wounds on the 3rd,
7th, and 10th (in the presence of wound defect) days for
histological and bacteriological examinations.
TABLE 3. VOLUME CHARACTERISTICS
OF PATHOLOGICAL AREAS IN PATIENTS
ON THE FIRST DAY OF TREATMENT
Category

NPWT group
(n = 34)

Comparison group
(n = 30)

Minimum

30

8

1,400

1,500

319.6 ± 50.5

247.6 ± 53.2

Volume, cm3		

Abscess

13 (38.2)

11 (36.7)

Maximum

Phlegmon

21 (61.8)

19 (63.3)

Average

Note: Group differences were not statistically significant.

To organise clinical and laboratory data, a formalized map
of the dynamic observations of the patient and considerations of remedial measures was developed. On its basis a
database in Microsoft Excel 2007 was created, including
1182 records for 44 parameters. The statistical analysis
was performed using the statistical analysis package for
Microsoft Excel 2007 program Stat Soft Statistica 10.0
Enterprise 2011.

Volume range (cm3), n		
0–49

2

5

50–149

10

11

150–249

4

4

250–349

7

3

350–499

4

4

>500

7

3

Note: Group differences were not statistically significant.

To characterize the samples, we used average value, the
average error of the average value. To compare the significance of differences between average values in different
samples, we used the standard method of testing the hypothesis about the difference between two equal samples.

Bacteriological studies of biopsy specimens included qualitative (species) and quantitative analyses of the microflora
in the soft tissue. The identification of isolated microorganisms was carried out on the basis of their morphological
i S042 NPWT; VivanoTec, Germany
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characteristics. The level of bacterial contamination was
determined from 1 g of wound tissue. The average baseline bacterial contamination of the wound tissues from
both groups averaged 6.6 ± 0.4 CFU/ml on a logarithmic
scale. A monoculture of Gram-positive microorganisms
was prevalent in both groups: 76.6% in the NPWT study
group and 63.3% in the comparison group. The microbial
landscape in the wounds from patients included in this
study is described in Table 4.
TABLE 4. MICROBIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PATHOLOGICAL AREAS IN PATIENTS ON
THE FIRST DAY OF TREATMENT
Pathogen
detected

NPWT group
(n = 34)

Comparison group
(n = 30)

Methicillin-susceptible

16

16

Coagulase-negative

1

1

Methicillin-resistant

2

-

Streptococcus spp.

6

1

Enterococcus spp.

1

1

Staphylococcus aureus		

Gram-positive organisms 26 (76.5%)

19 (63.3%)

Escherichia coli

2

-

Klebsiella pneumoniae

1

2

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 1

-

Enterobacter aerogenes

-

1

Gram-negative organisms5 (14.7%)
Microbiota

the research group, the number of required “traditional”
dressings and other medical and non-medical costs in both
groups.
The calculation of the cost of one day of treatment
(DCoT) using the commercially availably systemi was by
the formula (Jürgen Hofstetter):
DCoT = (SPkit х 0,25) +
(SPkanister х 0,25) +
SPunit
(365 x 0.8) x 4
where SP (SellingPrice) – variables (according to
pricelist)
0,25 – coefficient replacing disposable supplies system
365 – number of days in a year;
0,8 – coefficient of time of use of the apparatus, i.e. 80%
of the time;
4 – estimated average life duration of the device.
Calculation of the cost of treatment of patients of both
groups were made based on the cost of consumables and
the cost of medical labor, other non-medical expenses of
City Hospital #13 for 2013.
Secondary sutures were applied upon transition of wound
processes into phase III, after bacterial contamination of
the wound decreased below a critical level, with a significant reduction in the size of the wound cavity, and in the
presence of pronounced granulation of tissue. In the case
of a continuing tissue cavity defect, drainage was maintained through a counteropening with active aspiration.

2 (6.7%)

-

6

Microbial growth not detected 3

3

Note: Group differences were not statistically significant.

The calculation of economic parameters were made based
on the known cost of a bed day of inpatient treatment in
the Department of purulent surgery, the average value of
daily consumption of dressings and preparations of local
action, the cost of consumables dressings local negative
pressure and depreciation of the used NPWT devices.
With the aim of calculation of economic efficiency of used
methods of treatment, we used analysis of economic costs
as the most relevant aims, objectives and results obtained
in the study. This made the calculation of the average cost
of treating 1 patient of the study group and the comparison group on the basis of data on the average duration
of treatment patients of both groups in the hospital, the
average duration of application of the method LOD in

RESULTS
Of the 34 patients in the study group, NPWT was used
once in 29 patients, twice in 2 patients, and thrice in 3
patients. On average, 1.2 ± 0.1 bandages of local negative
pressure were used per patient. The duration of NPWT
ranged from 2 to 15 days, and averaged 5.8 ± 0.5 days.
The average number of dressings per patient was 1.9 ± 0.2
in the NPWT group and 12.7 ± 0.9 in the comparison
group (p < 0.01).
With respect to haematological dynamics, no reliable differences were found between the groups; however, the
patients in the NPWT group demonstrated an earlier normalisation of the white blood cell count (data not shown).
The average level (logarithmic scale) of bacterial contamination of the wound tissues on the 3rd day was 5.29 ±
0.54 CFU/ml in the NPWT group and 5.17 ± 0.5 CFU/
ml in the comparison group (no difference). Bacterial contamination in the NPWT and control groups was 0.93 ±
0.3 and 3.83 ± 0.5 CFU/ml, respectively, on day 7 (p <
i S042 NPWT; VivanoTec, Germany
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Figure 1. Hydrometric method of determining the wound volume

Figure 1a. Original form of the wound.

Figure 1b. Sealing with incision film.

Figure 1c. Putting antiseptic into the isolated wound
cavity.

Figure 1d. Estimation of wound defect volume.

0.01), and 0.2 ± 0.2 and 2.41 ± 0.5 CFU/ml, respectively,
on day 10 (p < 0.01).
In assessing the histological preparations, a positive effect
of NPWT was noted on the dynamics of wound process
in the study group, evidence by a shortening of the period

of transformation of degenerative and inflammatory processes in the wound tissues into inflammatory-regenerative
ones.37
Comparisons between the NPWT and comparison groups
are presented in Table 5. In general, in the NPWT group
displayed improved results, with marked reduced time


TABLE 5. RESULTS OF TREATMENT IN THE GROUPS STUDIED
Characteristic

NPWT group
(n = 34)

Comparison group
(n = 30)

p value

Relative reduction in average wound
dimensions on the 7th day, %

50.9

23.8

< 0.03

Relative reduction in average wound
dimension on the 10th day, %

80.8

38.9

< 0.01

Average duration of antibacterial
therapy, d ± SEM

6.7 ± 0.8

10.0 ± 0.9

< 0.02

Proportion of patients with wound
closure at the hospital stage, %

97.1

16.7

< 0.01

Average duration of treatment prior to
application of secondary sutures, d ± SEM

8.1 ± 0.5

11.2 ± 2.4*

< 0.07

Average duration of treatment in
hospital, d ± SEM

13.2 ± 0.9

17.9 ± 1.1

< 0.01

1678.76

2057.38

< 0.01

Average cost of treatment per patient, €

*Closure of the wound was possible in only 5 patients.
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and cost of treatment in comparison with those of the
traditional local APIDST treatment.
CASE REPORT
The dynamic of the wound process when using NPWT
(clinical example) is shown in Figure 2.
DISCUSSION
The active removal of excess wound exudate was noted
during NPWT, including removal of substances that
slow down the wound healing process. Moreover, a moist
wound environment was maintained, which accelerated
the elimination of bacterial contamination and wound
contraction. With regard to the economic advantage
of NPWT, it should be noted that vacuum dressings

were in place for a prolonged duration. This eliminates
the need for frequent dressings in the first phase of the
wound process, thus, reducing the number of dressings,
topical medications, and time and efforts of medical personnel.38,39 Furthermore, this reduces exposure of the
wound to hospital tools and air and hands of the medical
staff, and thus reduces the risk of wound contamination
with hospital strains of microorganisms40 and prevents
healthcare-associated infections. In addition, the reduced
duration of ongoing systemic antibacterial therapy results
in significant cost savings.
CONCLUSION
The use of NPWT for patients with APIDST and extensive purulent wounds helps accelerate the cleansing and

Figure 2. Case report - patient P. 24 years, intra-muscular thigh phlegmon:

20

Figure 2a. View of wound on day 3 after phlegmon
incision and drainage;

Figure 2b - the stages of application of vacuumassisted dressings on day 3;

Figure 2c - the stages of application of vacuumassisted dressings on day 3;

Figure 2d - view of wound day 7, suturing.

Figure 2e - view of wound on day 7, suturing.

Figure 2f - view of wound on day 7, suturing.
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decontamination of wounds, eliminates inflammation,
reduces the size of wounds, and minimises the risk of
secondary infection. This method reduces the duration

of hospital stay for patients, and reduces the duration and
cost of treatment. n
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